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A function y: K + L between two geometric lattices K and L is a normalized 
comap if it preserves the relations: x covers or equals y, meets of modular pairs, 
and the minimum. The theorem, a normalized comap can be factored into an 
injection followed by a retraction onto a modular flat, is proved. 
1. INTR~OUCTION 
There are three natural notions of morphisms for a category of geometric 
lattices: strong maps, weak maps, and comaps. Of these, the notion of 
comaps has been the least studied. In this paper, we prove a factorization 
theorem for comaps which is the analogue of the factorization theorem for 
strong maps ([4, Theorem III]). This theorem reveals the geometric intuition 
behind comaps and shows that they arise from “specially positioned” 
Dilworth truncations. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the theory of geometric lattices 
as set forth in [3,7]. However, for ready reference, we recall here the less 
familiar notions. Let L be a geometric lattice with maximum element 1 and 
minimum element 0. The height function 1, is the function from L to the 
nonnegative integers defined by: n,(x) equals the length of a maximal chain 
from 0 to x. If x, y E L, x couers y if x > y and there is no flat z such that 
x > z > y. We write x 1 y to mean x covers or equals y. A pair of flats x and 
y is a modular pair if n,(x) + n,(y) = n,(x V y) + A,(x A y). A flat x is 
modular if for any flat y, x and y form a modular pair. 
A Whitney rank function r on L is a function from L to be nonnegative 
integers which is semimodular (i.e., r(x V y) + r(x A y) < r(x) + r(y)), unit 
increase (i.e., x 1 y implies r(x) - r(y) = 0 or I), and normalized (i.e., 
r(0) = 0). The height function A, is an example of a Whitney rank function. 
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A Whitney rank function r on L defined a closure operation J on L specified 
as follows: a flat x is closed if y > x implies r(y) > r(x). Under the order 
induced from L, the closed flats in L form a geometric lattice N and the 
height function ;1, equals the Whitney rank function r restricted to N. The 
geometric lattices obtained in this way from L are called quotients of L. The 
function o: L -+ N, x k J(x) is a surjective strong map (i.e., a join-preserving 
function sending points to points or the minimum). Conversely, any 
surjective strong map o: L + N yields a Whitney rank function r(x) = 
~,(a(~)) on L. 
2. COMAPS 
We next summarize the basic facts in the theory of comaps. For further 
background and details, we refer the reader to 11, 21. A comap y from the 
geometric lattice K to the geometric lattice L is a function from K to L 
satisfying 
(CMl) if x 1 Y, then Y(X) 1 Y(Y), 
(CM2) if x and y form a modular pair of flats in K, then 
Y(X A Y) = Y(X) A Y(Y). 
If, in addition, y satisfies 
(CM3) ~(0) = 0, 
y is said to be a normalized comap. From an arbitrary comap y: K -+ L, we 
can obtain a normalized comap j? K -+ [y(O), 1 ] by restricting the codomain 
L to the interval [y(O), 11. The structures of y and 7 are essentially the same 
and so there is little loss of generality in concentrating our attention on 
normalized comaps. 
There are two important kinds of normalized comaps, injections and 
retractions onto modular flats. Let H be a subgeometry of the combinatorial 
geometry G. Consider the function from the lattice L(H) of flats of H to the 
lattice L(G) of flats of G sending a flat x in L(H) to its closure in L(G). This 
function is injective and is a normalized comap. We shall such comaps 
injections. Now let L be a geometric lattice and u a flat in L. The function 
L --t [0, u], x t-+ x A u is called the retraction of L onto u. A retraction onto 
a flat u is a comap if and only if the flat u is modular. 
Injections and retractions onto modular flats generate all normalized 
comaps in the sense that any normalized comap can be factored into an 
injection followed by a retraction onto a modular flat. 
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THEOREM 1. Let y: K -+ L be a normalized comap. Then there exists a 
geometric lattice M and a modular flat u in M such that 
commutes, where j is an injection, p is the retraction of M onto the modular 
flat u, and i is an isomorphism between L and (0, u]. 
This theorem was first stated without proof by Crapo in his Bowdoin 
lectures [2]. While writing [S], the author learned from Crapo that no proof 
was ever published and was encouraged by him to fill this gap. 
The main tool in our proof of Theorem 1 is the technique of joining 
geometric lattices across comaps. Specifically, we need 
THEOREM 2 (Crap0 [ 1, p. 8451). Let 6: P-+ N and E: Q -+ N be two 
normalized comaps. Then the function r defined on the direct product P x Q 
r(x, u) = h.(x) - h@(x)) + &Ju) - W(U)) + W(x) V QU)) 
is a Whitney rank function on P x Q. In particular, the closed flats in P x Q 
form a geometric lattice P V Q called the join of P and Q across the 
(normalized) comaps 6 and E. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM I 
We first make the following definitions: 
DEFINITION a. Let M be the join of K and L across the comaps y: K + L 
and I: L + L, where I is the identity comap. The Whitney rank function r on 
K x L simplifies in the case to 
r(x, 0) = W) - M44) + W(x) V 4. (*) 
DEFINITION b. Let u be the flat J(0, 1) in M, where J is the closure 
operator on K x L defined by r (see Section 1). 
DEFINITION c. Let j: K + M be the function x t--+ J(x, 0). 
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DEFINITION d. Let i: L --+ [0, u] be the function u w J(0, 0). 
LEMMA 1. The functions i and j are injections. 
ProoJ Using (*), we have 
r(O, v> = n,(v) 
and 
rk 0) = Mx> - M(x)) + J.&W> = M.0 
Hence, both i and j preserve height. Since i and j are strong maps ([ 1, 
Theorem VIII(a) p. 849]), this implies that they are injections. m 
Our next result is a description of the injection j. 
LEMMA 2. Let x E K. Then j(x) = (x, y(x)). 
ProoJ Using (*), we have 
4x5 Y(X)) = Mx) - &(Y(x)) + &.(y(x> V y(x)> = Mx> = r(x, 0): 
hence, (x, y(x)) <j(x). Further, if p is a point in K not in x, then r(x V p, 
y(x)) = d,(x V p) > n,(x) = r(x, 0) and so (p, 0) 4 j(x). Similarly, if q is a 
point in L not in y(x), 
r(x, y(x) V s> = Mx) - &~(Y(x>) + A,(Y(x) V s> > 4x, Y&)X 
and so (0, q) 4 j(x). We conclude that j(x) = (x, y(x)). i 
We now describe the function i. Let u be a flat in L. A point p in K is said 
to be inside u if y(p) is a point of L and y(p) < u. 
LEMMA 3. Let v E L. Then i(u) = (y, v), where y is the join of all the 
points in K inside v. Moreover, p < y if and on/y if p is inside v. 
Proof: If q is a point in L, r(0, v V q) = n,(v V q) > r(0, v) and hence 
i(v) = (y, v) for some flat y in K. Now let p be a point in K. Then, 
P < Y 0 f&(v) = r(.h v) > rh-4 u> = 1 -&b(p)) + &,(v V Y(P)) 
0 ~(Y(P)) = 1 and &,(v V Y(P)) = k(v) 
- p is inside v. I 
Lemma 3 yields a description of the flat u. 
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LEMMA 4. The jlat u equals (z, l), where for any point p in K, p < z if 
and only if y(p) is a point in L. 
Proof: Apply Lemma 3 to the case u = 1. 1 
LEMMA 5. The function i is an isomorphism. 
Proof: By Lemma 1, i is an injection. It remains to show that i is a 
surjection. Consider a point (p, q) in [0, u]. As 1 = r(p, q) > A,(p), p is a 
point or 0. Similarly, q is a point or 0. If q # 0, then (p, q) = i(q). On the 
other hand, if q = 0, then p # 0 and 
j(P) = (P3 0) = (P, Y(P)) 
by Lemma 2. Hence, y(p) = 0 and by Lemma 4, (p, 0) 4 u. 1 
Still another consequence of Lemma 3 is 
LEMMA 6. WxN = (x A z, Y(X)). 
Proof: Using Lemma 3, let 
i(W) = (Y, Y(X)). 
We have to prove that y = x A z. Let p be a point in K. Suppose first that 
p < x A z. Then, as p < x and y is order preserving (by (CMl)), y(p) < y(x). 
Further, p < z and y(p) is a point of L. We conclude that p < y. 
Suppose now that p < y, that is, y(p) < y(x) and y(p) is a point in L. We 
conclude immediately that p < z. To prove that p <x, first observe that p, 
being a point, is modular. By (CM2), y(x A p) = y(x) A v(p) = y(p) (since 
y(p) < y(x)). As y(p) is a point, x A p cannot be 0 by (CM3). Hence, 
xAp=pandp<x.Weconcludethatp<xAz. 1 
LEMMA 7. In the diagram of Theorem 1, p o j = i o y. 
ProoJ Recall that p is the retraction M-P [0, u], x t-+ x A u. By 
Lemmas 2 and 6, 
p(j(x)) = (x, Y(X)) A (G 1) = (x A z, Y(X)) = i(Y(x)). I 
Finally, we prove that u is modular. 
LEMMA 8. The jlat u is modular in M. 
ProoJ We need to show that for any flat (x, v) in M, 
r(x,u)+r(z, l)=r(xVz,vV l)+r(xAz,uA 1) 
= r(x V z, 1) + r(x A z, u). 
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Note first that as (x, u) is in iI4, (x, y(x)) < (x, v) and so y(x) < U. Now, 
observe that 
4x1 u> = Jw> - 4W)) + 4W) v u) 
= Mx> - &(Y(X)) + h(u), 
r(z, l)=r(O, l)=A,(l), 
r(x v 23 1) > r(x, 1) = Ax(x) - A,(Y(X)) + A,( 1). 
r(x A z, u) > r(0, v) = A,(u). 
Hence, 
r(x,u)+r(z, l)<r(xVz,vV l)+r(xAz,vA 1). 
As r is a Whitney rank function, the reverse inequality also holds and we are 
done. 1 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. A consequence of this theorem is 
COROLLARY 1 (Crap0 [ 1, p. 8431). The function u: K-+ [u, 11, 
x I--+ j(x) V u, is a subjective strong map. The Whitney rank function 
~l,,~~W4) equals 4&x) - W(4). 
ProoJ The function u is composed of the injection j: K -+ M followed by 
the contraction M-c [u, 11, x t, x V U. In addition, the flat u (which equals 
(z, 1)) contains all the points in M not in the image of j. Hence, every flat in 
[u, l] is in the image of (7. We conclude that u is a surjective strong map. 
The Whitney rank function JIUS,l(u(x)) can be explicitly computed 
(as u is modular) 
(by Lemmas 1,2,4, and 6). I 
4. DILWORTH TRUNCATIONS 
In this section, we apply our main result to the theory of Dilworth trun- 
cations (see [2,3,6] for background). 
Let K be a geometric lattice of height d and let G,,(K) be the set of all flats 
in K of height n. On this set, define the set function r by 
for X c G,,(K), r(x)=l, 
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The function r is a Whitney rank function on the geometric lattice of all 
subsets of G,(K). The closed sets form a geometric lattice D,(K) called the 
(completed) Dilworth truncation of K. 
Our main result is based on the geometric intuition that the Dilworth trun- 
cation of K is obtained by first placing a flat u in general position in K and 
then retracting onto that flat. This intuition can be formalized in the 
following manner: 
Consider the function 6: K -+ D,(K), 
x++ {y: yE G,(K)and y<x). 
6 is well defined and a normalized comap. In addition, S restricted to the set 
{xE K: J,(x) > n} is injective. Applying Theorem 1, we obtain the fac- 
torization 
K&M -i D,,(K), 
where p is the retraction onto the modular flat U. 
To make precise the statement that u is “in general position,” we need the 
notion of upper truncation. Let K be a geometric lattice of height d. The 
upper nth truncation (where d > n > 0) T”(K) is the geometric lattice 
obtained from K by removing all the flats of rank m, where 
d - 1 > m > d - n. T”(K) is a quotient of K and its associated Whitney rank 
function is min(I,(x), d - n). Geometrically, upper truncations of K are 
obtained by projecting the points of K from a flat in general position. Thus, 
the flat u in M is in general position relative to the points of K if the 
contraction [u, 1 ] is isomorphic to an upper truncation of K. 
PROPOSITION 1. The contraction [u, 1 ] is isomorphic to the upper 
(d - n + 1)th truncation of K. 
ProoJ: By Corollary 1, the contraction ]u, 1 ] is a quotient of K and 
0: K + [u, 1 ] is a surjective strong map. Further, 
~,u,,,WN = 4Ax> - hln,K,w>> 
= A,(x) - max{O, n,(x) - (n - I)} 
= min(&(x), n - 1). 
Hence, [u, 1 ] is isomorphic to the upper (d - n + 1)th truncation of K. 1 
We end by remarking on a rather charming property of the geometric 
lattice M: the lower interval [0, U] contains a copy of the upper d - n levels 
of K, while the upper interval [u, 1 ] is a copy of the lower n - 1 levels of K. 
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